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Continuous survey and analysis concerning residents’ attitude on safety
performance of their houses and living environments
Ken Nunota1), Kimihiro Hino2), Ichiro Hagiwara 3), Yoshinobu Yamaguchi 4),
Miho Makatayama1), Takaya Kojima5), Naomi Tachibana 6), Takahito Shimada 7),
Hidemasa Yoshimura8), Yoshinori Terauchi9), Naoko Wakabayashi10)

Abstract
There is " Development of technology that makes house and living environment safe " in
one of the research topics of Building Research Institute. We have executed the
nationwide fundamental investigation as a part of the topic. The investigation designed
referring to the past research etc.
The points of the result of this investigation is as follows.
The outline of the total result in each question was shown in 2-1. For instance, the
following results are included.
i

The person that the participation intention to community activities like
the anticrime activity etc. is high in the person who thinks the living
environment to be uneasy is little. The participation intention of the
person who affirmatively evaluates the living environment, and is being
interested in the living environment to regional activities is high.

In 2-2, a detailed analysis of safety and

uneasiness are described. The main result is

as follows.
i

Standard (“huan-do") by which my uneasiness is subjectively evaluated
and "Safety-risk" have standard (“anzen-kiken-do") by which the safety of
the environment is objectively evaluated.

i

It is not a little not to feel uneasiness though it is recognized it is
dangerous, and to feel uneasiness and safety (Or, neither uneasiness nor
safety is felt).

In 2-3, we have divided the opinion freely written about uneasiness in the living
environment by the contents, and we have totaled that. And, to search for the tendency
what uneasiness what kind of person to was holding, we have done the correspondence
analysis of the opinion freely written and an individual attribute. The main result is as
follows.
i

There were the most a lot of people who wrote "Crime" in the opinion freely
written. Moreover, there were a lot of people who wrote "Vicinity relation
and region, etc." and "Person (resident and manners, etc.)", and the written
content was various.

i

The content thought to be uneasy person etc. and feature all alone. the
woman, a young man, the child, and those who cohabited.
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